Robots are increasingly active in real-world human environments, from factory robots that collaborate with human workers on an assembly line to autonomous cars that drive on the road alongside human drivers. This migration of robots into human environments requires researchers to understand how robots can interact with and around humans. This study of human-robot interaction (HRI) investigates how robots and humans can coexist and collaborate. While the field of HRI has existed formally for nearly two decades (with several international conferences and journals dedicated to the topic), other areas of robotics have become significantly more interested in HRI in the last few years.
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HRI is a broad and diverse field. Applications in which robots interact with humans include field robots for urban search and rescue, robot guides and helpers in office environments, and robot exoskeletons and prosthetics that assist human users with motor impairments. HRI research methods are as diverse as its applications. To investigate the interactions between robots and people, researchers use both quantitative and qualitative methods, drawing from the fields of mathematics, robotics, artificial intelligence, computer vision, psychology, medicine, design, and ethnography.
In response to our call for papers for a special IJRR issue on HRI, we received dozens of articles that embodied this diversity in the field. We were able to select a subset of papers that represent the excellent research being conducted across many areas of HRI. We divided the 20 accepted articles into three topic areas: 1) coordination and collaboration, 2) learning and communication, and 3) physical interactions. Though some articles could fit well in multiple categories, these divisions represent the three general trends of research that emerged from the submissions.
Coordination and collaboration: Collaboration between people and robots requires the coordination of goals and actions. This coordination can be achieved through different collaboration strategies; for example, humans can act either as supervisors or as peers (Azhar and Sklar). When humans are supervisors, they can fully or partially control robot behavior, as is demonstrated in the DARPA Robotics Challenge (Norton, Ober, Baraniecki, McCann, Scholtz, Shane, Skinner, Watson and Yanco). Controlling robots in this way requires interfaces that effectively allow humans to communicate goals and respond to dynamic environments (Szafir, Mutlu and Fong; Norton et al.). In the case of assistive robots for motor impaired users, these interfaces may rely on non-traditional inputs like facial muscle EMG signals (Weisz, Allen, Barszap and Joshi). Other times, the human and robot operate as independent collaborators, for example in the case of robots that monitor human goals, and provide assistance when necessary (Baraglia, Cakmak, Nagai, Rao and Asada). This second kind of collaboration requires robots to have accurate models of their human partners (Hiatt, Narber, Bekele, Khemlani and Trafton). These collaborations are improved when designers consider the human factors of HRI, for example by preserving human situational awareness and optimally allocating tasks between human and robot (Gombolay, Bair, Huang and Shah). Unifying these diverse applications is an underlying mathematical model that treats human intent as latent state in a partially observable Markov decision process, enabling robots to formally reason about the consequences of their actions for the betterment of the team (Nikolaidis, Hsu and Srinivasa).
Learning and communication: To interact effectively, robots should be able to communicate with their human partners and learn from those interactions. Humans often use speech to communicate, so robots should be able to understand commands given in natural language (Khandelwal, Zhang, Sinapov, Leonetti, Thomason, Yang, Gori, Khante, Lifschitz, Aggarwal, Mooney and Stone), translate natural language into actionable requests (Bastianelli, Castellucci, Croce, Basili and Nardi), and ask questions to resolve those requests (Khandelwal et al.) . In addition to responding to requests, robots can use natural language corrections to improve their task performance (Broad, Arkin, Ratliff, Howard and Argall). Communication does not have to center around speech; it can also be nonverbal, in the form of gestures or body movements. Robots can use nonverbal signals to detect user intentions from afar (Khandelwal et al.) or to communicate with their human partners with hand gestures (Sheikholeslami, Moon and Croft). Robots can learn how to detect tasks, like object handovers, from observations of human nonverbal behavior (Pan, Skjervøy, Chan, Inaba and Croft). Robots can even learn directly from human demonstrations, though variance in demonstration quality can influence how much robots learn (Chu and Thomaz).
Physical interactions: When HRI involves physical interactions between people, robots, and the environment, robots must account for factors such as the physical forces they exert and the spatial configuration of their surroundings. In the assistive robotics domain, exoskeletons must be responsive to human control while avoiding unsafe interaction forces that may injure a human user (Li, Pan, Chen and Yu) . Similarly, upper limb rehabilitation robots must allow for effective energy transfer into the user's hand and wrist, while maintaining safe thresholds (Atashzar, Shahbazi, Tavakoli and Patel). Unmanned aerial vehicles can also be guided through physical forces exerted by people, and these forces can be distinguished from other incidental forces such as wind (Rajappa, Bulthoff and Stegagno). Sometimes, people must control robots remotely, and these robots must handle not just obstacle avoidance in the physical world but also communication delays with the user, which they can achieve using shared control (Storms, Chen and Tilbury). When controlling remote robots, humans must simultaneously manage the robot itself and also their view of the scene, and semiautonomous robot control strategies with visuo-haptic feedback can help people successfully handle these diverse tasks (Lui, Cho, Ha and Lee). During collaborative manipulation, robot controllers can be designed to avoid singularities while maintaining human operator comfort (Carmichael, Liu and Waldron).
The field of HRI continues to grow and develop. As more of robotics enters the human world, future research will have to continue to address how robots interact with the humans around them.
